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A simple two-level system is introduced to demonstrate the existence of the intermolecular
mechanism of the appearance/disappearance of multiple maxima in molecular dynamic susceptibility
at low temperature. With minimum two relaxation processes, quantum tunneling induced by the
nuclear spin bath and the direct process due to the spin-phonon interaction, we prove that the
existence of a sufficiently wide dipolar field distribution in the experimental sample is the main cause
of this phenomenon in zero or weak applied dc field. The correlations between the phenomenon
and the applied dc field, temperature, or magnetic dilution of the sample are also investigated.
Application to several experimental systems has shown a good agreement between the proposed
theory and experiments. Cases with more complex multiplet spectrum, more relaxation processes,
and possibility of more maxima in the molecular dynamic susceptibility are discussed.
PACS numbers: 33.15.Kr, 33.35.+r, 75.30.Gw, 75.40.Gb
I. INTRODUCTION
Owning to a slow magnetic relaxation manifested,
single-molecule magnets (SMMs) have attracted an in-
creasing attention in chemistry, physics, and material
science due to prospects for applications in high density
magnetic storage, quantum information, and spintronic
devices1–10. In order to characterize a SMM complex, one
of the common procedures is measuring its relaxation time
via the response to an external ac magnetic field. The
obtained ac susceptibility data is then used to extract
the relaxation time τ via the frequency location ωmax
of the maximum of out-of-phase susceptibility χ′′ (ω),
τ = ω−1max. However, this conventional method of the
relaxation time extraction recently faces a challenge due
to numerous observations of multiple maxima in χ′′ (ω) in
both polynuclear and mononuclear SMMs recently11–37.
For polynuclear complexes, this phenomenon is often
reckoned as originating from distinct relaxation path-
ways of different kinds/structures of magnetic ions in the
compounds14,15,34,38–43. Another intramolecular mech-
anism due to the existence of several relaxation modes
has also been proposed to address this phenomenon in
both mononuclear and polynuclear compounds within a
three-level model44. However, both mechanisms suffer
from some weaknesses. In particular, while the former is
unable to explain the phenomenon in mononuclear SMMs,
the latter cannot provide a good description at sufficiently
low temperature where only two energy levels are effec-
tively populated, i.e., when the temperature is much lower
than the blocking barrier of the SMM.
On the other hand, several recent experiments on
mononuclear SMMs have also shown that the dilu-
tion of the SMM samples may lead to an appear-
ance/disappearance of two maxima in the out-of-phase
susceptibility16,21,27,35. This gave rise to a speculation
that the intermolecular interaction in the crystal medi-
ates the phenomenon16,21,35. Additionally, temperature
or applied dc field were also shown to have strong effects
on the phenomenon. Importantly, it is found in some of
these works that the extracted energy barrier is much
higher than the temperature at which the phenomenon
occurs. These rule out the two earlier proposed mecha-
nisms. Another mechanism is hence required to explain
the phenomenon as well as its dependence on the applied
dc field, temperature, and dilution which are not fully
covered by the previous mechanisms.
In this work, by employing a minimum two-level model
with two relaxation processes, namely quantum tunnel-
ing induced by nuclear spins and direct process (Raman
process can be trivially added into the model), we elu-
cidate the appearance/disappearance of two maxima in
the out-of-phase susceptibility of various types of SMM
samples. We prove that a wide dipolar field distribution
can indeed give rise to the phenomenon in low tempera-
ture regime. Effects of applied dc field, temperature, and
dilution are also clarified. The mechanism is generic and
relevant for both single-crystal and polycrystalline (pow-
der) samples, as well as applicable for both mononuclear
and polynuclear SMM compounds.
The article is organized as follows. In Section II, the
microscopic description of dynamic susceptibility in an
SMM system at low temperature is introduced. Using this
section’s results, we study the appearance/disappearance
of two maxima in the out-of-phase susceptibility in both
non-Kramers and Kramers SMM systems without and
with the presence of the intermolecular interaction in Sec-
tion III and IV, respectively. Section V is then dedicated
to an investigation of the effect of the applied dc field, tem-
perature, and dilution to the appearance/disappearance
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2of the multiple maxima in the dynamic susceptibility as
well as applications of the proposed theory to several
experimental systems. Discussions are given in the last
section.
II. MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION OF
DYNAMIC SUSCEPTIBILITY IN
SINGLE-MOLECULE MAGNETS AT LOW
TEMPERATURE
A single-molecule magnet made of magnetic ion(s) and
ligands, characterized by a large spin number S (J), in
weak interaction with a thermal bath at sufficiently low
temperature so that it can be considered as a two-level
system is studied. Residing in a crystal, this central
molecular spin is also interacting with nuclear spins and
other molecules in the vicinity. Since the energy splitting
caused by the local magnetic field at the nuclear sites
is often much smaller than the temperature at which
experiments are conducted (at the order of Kelvin), it
is supposed that every nuclear spin is in a completely
disordered equilibrium states. This allows us to treat the
surrounding nuclear spins like a spin bath. The dipolar
effect from other SMM molecules in the crystal, on the
other hand, is modeled in a classical way by a local mean
field at the central spin’s site for simplicity. Since the
ac susceptibility of a magnetic sample is measured in
the thermal equilibrium state, in a zero or weak applied
field, the local dipolar mean field then can be statistically
treated as a Gaussian probability distribution45 along
three reference frame axes α = x, y, z, with the same
standard deviation Hdm, i.e.,
p (Hd,α) =
1√
2piHdm
e−H
2
d,α/2H
2
dm . (1)
Finding the linear response of the central spin system
in interaction with numerous surrounding spins at a first
glance seems like a daunting task. However, this prob-
lem can be phenomenologically treated using a specific
rate equation in combination with an interesting relax-
ation property figured out by A. Vijayaraghavan and
A. Garg46,47. In particular, it was found that a central
spin surrounding by a molecular spin environment and in
interaction with a nuclear spin bath will experience an
incoherent relaxation where the nuclear spin bath plays
the primary role in decoherence process meanwhile the
molecular spin environment creates the energy bias. Mak-
ing use of these, we can write a simple rate equation
for the diagonal density matrix elements in the eigen-
states basis of the pseudospin S˜z = 1/2 of the central
non-Kramers/Kramers doublet46–50:
dρm
dt
= Γmm′ρm′ − Γm′mρm, (2)
where |m〉 and |m′〉 are eigenvectors of the pseudospin
doublet S˜z corresponding to the ground doublet of the
central spin, and Γmm′ (Γm′m) consists of contributions
from the quantum tunneling process induced by the nu-
clear bath and the direct process induced by the phonon
(thermal) bath:
Γmm′ = Γtn + Γdr ≈ Γm′m/c, c ≈ eW/kT , (3)
Γtn =
√
2pi
4
∆2
Wn
e−W
2/2W 2n , (4)
Γdr ≈ CdrW
3
c− 1 , (5)
where Wn characterizes the nuclear spin bath effect and
is of order of magnitude of the collective magnetic field
caused by nuclear spins at the central spin location, ∆ is
the tunneling splitting of the central spin ground doublet,
and W is the energy bias between |m〉 and |m′〉 caused
by the external and dipolar field46,47. In accordance
with Ref. [47], we have also assumed that ∆  Wn 
kT . Additionally, the direct process is supposed to be
negligible compared to the quantum tunneling process at
resonance. It should also be noted that the factor Cdr is
a constant in non-Kramers systems but field-dependent
in Kramers systems51. Orbach relaxation process, which
is insignificant at low temperature and well-separated
excited doublets, is omitted. Furthermore, the phonon-
induced incoherent quantum tunneling process is supposed
to be small comparing to Γtn as the thermal escape rate to
excited states is negligible in this case. For simplicity, in
the following mechanism demonstration, Raman process
is not included. However, this relaxation process can be
trivially added in the expression of Γmm′ (as seen in Sec.
V), Eq. (3), without any effect to the mechanism.
In order to simulate the ac susceptibility measurement,
an external magnetic field consisting of a static and a
small oscillating component Hext = Hdc + h cosωt is
applied. Denoting (θ, ϕ) respectively as the azimuthal
and polar angle between Hext and the main magnetic
axes of the molecular central spin, the Hamiltonian for
the ground doublet of the central spin system can be
written as follows :
H = ∆
2
(|m〉 〈m′|+ |m′〉 〈m|)
+
W + V cosωt
2
(|m〉 〈m| − |m′〉 〈m′|) , (6)
where
W = −2µz,m (Hdc cos θ +Hd,z) , (7)
V = −2µz,mh cos θ. (8)
Here µz,m is the expectation value of the central
spin magnetic moment component µz in the state
|m〉, ∆ =
√
g2x (Hdc,x +Hd,x)
2
+ g2y (Hdc,y +Hd,y)
2 for
Kramers systems or intrinsic for non-Kramers systems.
Here we have used the property of the time-odd operator
µm′ = −µm and the fact that the transverse components
of µ are negligible as the spin number S of the central
spin is large.
3From the rate equation (2) and the Hamiltonian (6),
linear response of the diagonal density matrix elements
δρ = (δρm, δρm′) to the small harmonic perturbation
V cosωt can be easily found44,52:
δρ = 2
(
λ
λ2 + ω2
cosωt+
ω
λ2 + ω2
sinωt
)
(L · f)
(L ·R)R,
(9)
where L = (−c, 1) and R = (−1, 1) are respectively left-
and right-eigenvector corresponding to the non-zero eigen-
value λ = (1 + c) Γmm′ of the relaxation matrix Φ =
Γmm′
(−c 1
c −1
)
, and f = cc+1
µz,mh cos θ
kT Γmm′ (1,−1),
where c is defined in Eq. (3). Accordingly, linear re-
sponse of the magnetization of a crystal along the direc-
tion of the applied field as measured in ac susceptibility
δM = h (χ′ cosωt+ χ′′ sinωt) ≈ n (µz · δρ) cos θ can be
easily calculated:
χ′ = 4χ0
cΓ2mm′ cos
2 θ
(1 + c)
2
Γ2mm′ + ω
2
, (10)
χ′′ = 4χ0
c
c+ 1
ωΓmm′ cos
2 θ
(1 + c)
2
Γ2mm′ + ω
2
, (11)
where χ0 ≡ nµ2z,m/kT and n is the volume/molar molec-
ular spin density of the crystal.
Averaging over directions of applied field of the expres-
sions (10) and (11) gives the in-phase 〈χ′〉 and out-of-
phase susceptibility 〈χ′′〉 of a polycrystalline (powder)
sample,
〈χ′〉 = 1
4pi
ˆ
dϕ dθ sin θχ′, (12)
〈χ′′〉 = 1
4pi
ˆ
dϕ dθ sin θχ′′. (13)
Below we will use these expressions to investigate the
possibility of multiple maxima in χ′′ (w) under different
conditions in single-crystal and polycrystalline samples.
For simplicity in notation, hereinafter, χ0 will be used as
unit of in-phase and out-of-phase susceptibility.
III. LOW-TEMPERATURE DYNAMIC
SUSCEPTIBILITY IN ZERO INTERNAL
DIPOLAR FIELD
From Eq. (11), it is easy to see that in a constant exter-
nal field, χ′′ of a single-crystal sample can only have one
maximum at the frequency ωmax = Γrelax ≡ (1 + c) Γmm′ .
However, this may be invalid for polycrystalline samples
where the variation of the orientation of the applied dc
field relative to the main anisotropy axis of a molecule
induces a change of relaxation time in the latter, which
gives rise to a distribution in the relaxation times. This
situation looks similar to the appearance of distinct EPR
signals corresponding to different g-factors (e.g., g‖ and
g⊥) in powder samples. This thus inspire us to investigate
the relevance of this “powder EPR” mechanism for the
arising of two maxima in the out-of-phase susceptibility
χ′′.
A. Non-Kramers systems
In non-Kramers system, transverse components of the
magnetic field hardly affect the tunneling splitting ∆.
Consequently, we can ignore them in the expressions of
the dynamic susceptibility. Substituting Eqs. (3-5) for
Γmm′ into Eqs. (12) and (13), and defining the following
quantities:
Hn ≡ −Wn/2µz,m, hdc ≡ Hdc/Hn, (14)
Γtn,0 ≡
√
2pi
4
∆2
Wn
, Γdr,0 ≡ CdrW 2nkT, (15)
α ≡
√
Γdr,0/Γtn,0, w ≡ ω/2Γtn,0, x = cos θ, (16)
we obtain the expressions for 〈χ′〉 and 〈χ′′〉 of a polycrys-
talline sample in zero internal dipolar field:
〈χ′〉 =
1ˆ
0
dx
(
e−h
2
dcx
2/2 + α2h2dcx
2
)2
x2(
e−h2dcx2/2 + α2h2dcx2
)2
+ w2
, (17)
〈χ′′〉 =
1ˆ
0
dx
w
(
e−h
2
dcx
2/2 + α2h2dcx
2
)
x2(
e−h2dcx2/2 + α2h2dcx2
)2
+ w2
. (18)
For simplicity, here we have assumed that W  kT .
Since the above expressions cannot be integrated ana-
lytically, we resort to a numerical investigation of the
appearance/disappearance of two maxima in the out-of-
phase susceptibility. Further, some typical examples with
reasonable values of the parameters will be given.
From Eqs. (17) and (18), one can see that 〈χ′〉 and
〈χ′′〉 are functions of three parameters: hdc, α, and w.
Considering that Hn, the characteristic hyperfine field, is
of the order of several tens to hundreds Oersted53, hdc
typically runs from 1 to 10. Meanwhile, being strongly
dependent on Wn and the tunneling splitting ∆, the
value range of α, Eq. (15), is much broader. Since the ac
frequency f in dynamic magnetic measurements is often
between 1 Hz to 1000 Hz53,54, the dimensionless quantity
w = pif/Γtn,0 also varies over several orders of magnitude.
Fig. 1 shows the variation of the out-of-phase suscep-
tibility versus (α,w) in the logarithmic scale for several
values of hdc in the non-Kramers polycrystalline samples.
The corresponding Cole-Cole plot are shown in the Sup-
plemental Material55. From this figure, it is clear that a
spherical uniform distribution of the external field w.r.t.
molecular frame cannot give rise to two maxima in χ′′ (ω).
The only result close to the two-maxima situation is a
small shoulder shown in Fig. 1c for hdc = 6.
4Figure 1. Out-of-phase susceptibility of a non-Kramers poly-
crystalline sample (χ0 units) without an internal dipolar field
but with an applied dc field hdc = 1 (a), 3 (b), 6 (c), and 10
(d).
B. Kramers systems
Contrary to non-Kramers systems, in Kramers
molecules the transverse components of the magnetic
field play an important role in relaxation. In particu-
lar, they open a tunneling splitting gap through which
the quantum tunneling of the magnetization takes place.
Moreover, they also define the direct relaxation process
rate by coupling the ground doublet’s states with other
excited states. This raises a difficulty in demonstrating
the appearance/disappearance of two maxima in Kramers
system since the general expression of the direct transition
rate between two ground doublet’s states contains too
many unknown parameters (see Supplemental Material55
for the general formula). For simplicity, we thus re-
sort to a simple approximation which takes into account
only the rotational contribution of the crystal lattice
deformations49,52,56,57. In this approximation, the direct
transition rate from |m〉 to |m′〉 in the limit where the
system is out of resonance is given by49:
Γmm′ ≈ CkTW 4, (19)
where C is a constant. Here the assumptions W  kT
have also been used.
In the presence of an applied magnetic field, the tun-
neling splitting and the bias in the ground doublet are
given by:
∆ =
√
g2xH
2
x + g
2
yH
2
y , (20)
W = gzHz, (21)
where gi, i = x, y, z, are the principal components of the
g-tensor of the ground doublet described by S˜ = 1/2
pseudospin49,50. Since it is often the case that gx and gy
are of the same order of magnitude in SMMs, without
loss of generality, we further assume that gx = gy = g⊥.
This yields
Γmm′ =
√
2pi
4
g2⊥
(
H2x +H
2
y
)
Wn
e−g
2
zH
2
z/2W
2
n + CkTg4zH
4
z .
(22)
Substituting the above expression into Eqs. (12-13)
and redefining:
Hn ≡Wn/gz, (23)
Γtn,0 ≡
√
2pi
4
g2⊥Hn
gz
,Γdr,0 ≡ CkTg4zH4n, (24)
α ≡
√
Γdr,0/Γtn,0, (25)
we obtain the expressions for 〈χ′〉 and 〈χ′′〉 of a Kramers
polycrystalline sample in the applied dc field:
〈χ′〉 =
1ˆ
0
dx
x2
[
h2dce
−h2dcx2/2
(
1− x2)+ α2h4dcx4]2[
h2dce
−h2dcx2/2 (1− x2) + α2h4dcx4
]2
+ w2
,
(26)
〈χ′′〉 =
1ˆ
0
dx
x2w
[
h2dce
−h2dcx2/2
(
1− x2)+ α2h4dcx4][
h2dce
−h2dcx2/2 (1− x2) + α2h4dcx4
]2
+ w2
.
(27)
In order to find out whether two maxima can arise in
〈χ′′〉, we examine it over broad domains of parameters
as before. In Fig. 2, we show the variation of 〈χ′′〉
versus (α,w) for several values of hdc in the Kramers
polycrystalline samples. The corresponding Cole-Cole
plot are shown in the Supplemental Material55. Similar
to the case of non-Kramers polycrystalline samples, a
distribution in the orientation of the applied dc field w.r.t.
to the anisotropy axis of the molecule cannot give rise to
two maxima in 〈χ′′〉. As previously, only at hdc = 6, a
small shoulder is observed.
In combination with the previous results for the non-
Kramers polycrystalline samples, we can conclude that
the appearance of two maxima in χ′′ (ω) cannot come
from the sole effect of the spherical uniform distribution
of the applied dc field w.r.t. the main anisotropy axis of
the molecules. Thus the “powder EPR” effect does not
show up in the out-of-phase susceptibility signal. This
forced us to look for additional ingredients to our model.
The first in the list of unaccounted interactions is the
internal dipolar field, whose effect will be investigated in
the next section.
5Figure 2. Out-of-phase susceptibility of a Kramers polycrys-
talline sample sample (χ0 units) without an internal dipolar
field but with an applied dc field hdc = 1 (a), 3 (b), 6 (c), and
10 (d).
IV. LOW-TEMPERATURE DYNAMIC
SUSCEPTIBILITY IN THE PRESENCE OF
INTERNAL DIPOLAR FIELD
Taking into account the distribution of the dipolar mean
field Hd, the in-phase χ′ and out-of-phase susceptibility
χ′′ in Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively, become
χ′ = 4
ˆ
d3Hd p (Hd,x) p (Hd,y) p (Hd,z)
× cΓ
2
mm′ cos
2 θ
(1 + c)
2
Γ2mm′ + ω
2
, (28)
χ′′ = 4
ˆ
d3Hd p (Hd,x) p (Hd,y) p (Hd,z)
× c
c+ 1
ωΓmm′ cos
2 θ
(1 + c)
2
Γ2mm′ + ω
2
. (29)
A. Non-Kramers systems
Substituting the expressions of p (Hd,α), Eq. (1), and
Γmm′ of non-Kramers system, Eqs. (3-5), into Eqs. (28)
and (29), then defining two additional dimensionless quan-
tities:
hdm ≡ Hdm/Hn, hz = hdcx+ hd,z, (30)
we obtain the ac susceptibilities for a single-crystal sample:
χ′ = x2
+∞ˆ
−∞
dhz
e−(hz−hdcx)
2/2h2dm√
2pihdm
(
e−h
2
z/2 + α2h2z
)2
(
e−h2z/2 + α2h2z
)2
+ w2
,
(31)
χ′′ = x2
+∞ˆ
−∞
dhz
e−(hz−hdcx)
2/2h2dm√
2pihdm
w
(
e−h
2
z/2 + α2h2z
)
(
e−h2z/2 + α2h2z
)2
+ w2
,
(32)
The averaging of the above expressions for different
molecular orientations in polycrystalline samples are triv-
ial by using Eqs.(12) and (13). As before, the appear-
ance/disappearance of two maxima in χ′′ (ω) and 〈χ′′ (ω)〉
are studied by considering examples with typical values
of the parameters. The case of zero and non-zero applied
dc field will be examined separately.
1. Zero applied dc field
In zero applied dc field, the in-phase and out-of-phase
susceptibility of the single-crystal and polycrystalline
(powder) sample, Eqs. can be straightforwardly rewritten
from Eqs. (31) and (32):
χ′ = 2Iχ′x2, χ′′ = 2Iχ′′x2
〈χ′〉 = 2
3
Iχ′ , 〈χ′′〉 = 2
3
Iχ′′ . (33)
Iχ′ ≡
+∞ˆ
0
dhz
e−h
2
z/2h
2
dm√
2pihdm
(
e−h
2
z/2 + α2h2z
)2
(
e−h2z/2 + α2h2z
)2
+ w2
, (34)
Iχ′′ ≡
+∞ˆ
0
dhz
e−h
2
z/2h
2
dm√
2pihdm
w
(
e−h
2
z/2 + α2h2z
)
(
e−h2z/2 + α2h2z
)2
+ w2
, (35)
As in Sec. III, we vary the model parameters α and
w in the same domains as before. Meanwhile, being the
ratio between the dipolar field and hyperfine field, hdm
typically runs from 0.1 to 10 and is subject to the effect
of dilution53.
Single-crystal samples - Fig. 3 shows the variation of
χ′′ vs. (α,w) in the logarithmic scale for several values
of hdm in the single crystal. The corresponding in-phase
susceptibilities and Cole-Cole plots are shown in the Sup-
plemental Material. From this figure, it can be seen that
a small standard deviation of the dipolar field distribution
hdm = 0.1 or 1 cannot give rise to a second maxima in χ′′.
This is expected since the smaller hdm, the narrower the
Gaussian distribution of the dipolar field. Accordingly,
for small α, the quantum tunneling process, which max-
imizes at hz = 0, dominates the relaxation over nearly
the whole meaningful 3-sigma domain of the distribution.
As a result, only one maximum in χ′′ (w) can appears at
w ∼ O (1). In contrast, for a large α, the direct process
6Figure 3. Out-of-phase susceptibility of a non-Kramers single-
crystal sample in x2χ0 unit with hdc = 0 and hdm = 0.1 (a), 1
(b), 3 (c), and 10 (d).
contribution to χ′′ (w) characterized by α2h2z prevails over
the quantum tunneling process in the meaningful domain
of the distribution, even with a small hdm, which then
causes the maximum’s frequency location shifted toward
a larger w as shown in all subfigures of Fig. 3.
As the dipolar field distribution widened with a larger
hdm, the effect of the direct process in the domain of
small w and α is getting more apparent. This is demon-
strated with the appearance of a second maximum in
χ′′ as shown in Fig. 3c and 3d. While the maximum of
χ′′ (w) at w ∼ O (1) can be explained by the dominance
of the quantum tunneling process in the vicinity of the
peak of the Gaussian distribution, the second maximum
at the smaller frequency appears due to the expansion
of the distribution to the domain where h is sufficiently
large to make e−h
2
z/2 negligible comparing to α2h2z but
still small enough for the Gaussian probability noticeable.
However, this does not mean that the wider the dipolar
field distribution, the more likely the two maxima emerge.
In fact, there exists some limiting value of hdm where a
broad distribution will weaken the role of the quantum
tunneling process in χ′′ since the quantum tunneling pro-
cess contribution to the integral of χ′′ is nearly unchanged
due to e−h
2
z/2 exponentially decreased, whereas the contri-
bution of the direct process to χ′′ becomes larger due to
a larger corresponding integration domain. Consequently,
χ′′ at the high-frequency maximum relatively decreases
comparing to low-frequency maximum. This effect can be
observed from Fig. 3c and 3d where the high-frequency
maximum in the case hdm = 10 becomes less clear than
in the case hdm = 3. Consequently, there only exists a
limited favorable range of the parameters α and hdm for
detecting two maxima in χ′′ (w) at zero applied dc field.
Polycrystalline (powder) samples - From Eq. (33), it
is obvious that the dynamic susceptibility expressions of
the polycrystalline samples only differs from the single
crystal’s by just a constant factor. Hence, the same
behaviors of the dynamic susceptibility are expected.
2. Non-zero applied dc field
Single-crystal samples - χ′ and χ′′ of a single-crystal
sample in this case have the form of Eqs. (31) and (32),
respectively. The applied dc field effectively causes a shift
in the expectation value of the Gaussian distribution in
these expressions from zero value. This reduces the con-
tribution from the quantum tunneling process to χ′′ while
concomitantly increases the one from the direct process.
Accordingly, with a small hdcx, an appearance of two
maxima in χ′′ at lower values of hdm comparing to the
previous case is expected. This behavior can be seen from
Fig. 4b showing χ′′ at hdcx = 3 where the second maxi-
mum appears at a lower hdm = 1 comparing to hdm = 3
in the zero applied dc field. Apparently, in the case of a
large hdcx, the contribution from the direct process may
dominate over the one from the quantum tunneling and
only one maximum of χ′′ may be obtained unless the
dipolar field distribution width is wide enough. These
can be seen from Fig. S5 and S7 in the Supplemental
Material55 which correspond to hdcx = 6 and 10.
It is also worth noting that with a fixed hdcx, increasing
hdm produces the same behavior with the same reason as
in the previous case of zero external field. Particularly,
at first the broadening of the distribution facilitates the
appearance of two maxima but then a large hdm would
lead to a reduction in the magnitude of the high-frequency
maximum associated with the quantum tunneling contri-
bution.
From the figures of both zero and non-zero applied
dc field, it is noticeable that as two maxima exist, the
high-frequency maximum location wmax,hf is insensitive
to the value of the parameter α. Moreover, it is often
the case that wmax,hf ∼ O (1) (or equivalently ωmax,hf ∼
O (2Γtn,0)) for both crystal or polycrystalline (powder)
samples. This results from the intuitive fact that, for two
prospective maxima to coexist, they must be far away to
not merge into one. Accordingly, there must have been
two domains of frequency where one relaxation process
suppresses the other. Eq. (32) then can be roughly
approximated as:
χ′′/x2 ≈
h1ˆ
−h1
dhz
e−(hz−hdcx)
2/2h2dm√
2pihdm
we−h
2
z/2
e−h2z + w2
+
 −h2ˆ
−∞
+
+∞ˆ
h2
 dhz e−(hz−hdcx)2/2h2dm√
2pihdm
(
w/α2
)
h2z
h4z + (w/α
2)
2 ,
(36)
7Figure 4. Out-of-phase susceptibility of a non-Kramers single-
crystal sample in x2χ0 unit with hdc cos θ = 3 and hdm = 0.1
(a), 1 (b), 3 (c), and 10 (d) .
where h1 and h2 are two positive limits satisfying
exp
(−h21/2)  α2h21 and exp (−h22/2)  α2h22 respec-
tively. This approximation results from the fact that the
term e−h
2
z/2 (α2h2z) fast decreases (increases), which then
leads to a narrow [−h2,−h1]∪ [h1, h2] domain and accord-
ingly a negligible value of the integral in the respective
domain. Conforming with the previous analysis, we asso-
ciate the first integral with the high-frequency maximum
and the second with the low-frequency maximum. An
application of the mean value theorem for integrals to the
first integral yields
I1 =
we−h
2
m/2
e−h2m + w2
h1ˆ
−h1
dhz
e−(hz−hdcx)
2/2h2dm√
2pihdm
, (37)
where hm ∈ (−h1, h1). Since the term e−h2z/2 (α2h2z)
decreases (increases) fast w.r.t. hz, h1 and h2 in effect
are of O (1) for our investigated α domain, i.e. insensitive
to the value of α. Hence, a variation of α will hardly
change the high-frequency maximum location. In order
to know the order of magnitude of the frequency of the
first maximum, since h1 ∼ O (1), we can further take the
middle point hz = 0 of the domain [−h1, h1] as hm for a
rough approximation. This thus yields wmax,hf ≈ O (1)
as observed.
Furthermore, from the second integral of Eq. (36),
further denoted I2, we can also infer the rough linearity
of the low-frequency maximum’s location wmax,lf on the
logw vs. logα diagram. In fact, since the location of the
maximum of I2
(
w′ ≡ w/α2), w′max, weakly depends on
α (via h2), then wmax,lf ∼ α2 or logwmax,lf ∼ logα as
observed in the figures. Similarly, the same approximation
can also be used for the explanation of the the linearity
of logwmax vs. logα in the large α-domain where only
one maximum exists.
Polycrystalline (powder) samples - For this kind of sam-
ple, the effect of relative orientation between the magnetic
field and the anisotropy main axis is averaged out. Conse-
quently, with the same values of hdc as before for hdcx, the
effect of the applied dc field on reducing (decreasing) the
contribution of the quantum tunneling process (the direct
process) is alleviated. This can be seen from comparing
the out-of-phase susceptibility plots of polycrystalline sam-
ple included in the Supplementary Material with the ones
from the single-crystal. Besides this effect, in general, the
behavior of the dynamic susceptibility under parameters
variations, and accordingly the appearance/disappearance
of two maxima in χ′′, of the polycrystalline sample is not
different from the single-crystal one.
B. Kramers systems
Substituting the expression of Γmm′ for the Kramers
system, Eq. (22), into Eqs. (28) and (29) results in
the expressions of χ′ and χ′′ for Kramers single-crystal
samples:
χ′ =
cos2 θ(√
2pihdm
)3 ˆ dhxdhydhz
×e−[(hx−hdc sin θ cosϕ)2+(hy−hdc sin θ sinϕ)2+(hz−hdc cos θ)2]/2h2dm
×
[(
h2x + h
2
y
)
e−h
2
z/2 + α2h4z
]2
[(
h2x + h
2
y
)
e−h2z/2 + α2h4z
]2
+ w2
, (38)
and
χ′′ =
cos2 θ(√
2pihdm
)3 ˆ dhxdhydhz
×e−[(hx−hdc sin θ cosϕ)2+(hy−hdc sin θ sinϕ)2+(hz−hdz cos θ)2]/2h2dm
×
w
[(
h2x + h
2
y
)
e−h
2
z/2 + α2h4z
]
[(
h2x + h
2
y
)
e−h2z/2 + α2h4z
]2
+ w2
.
(39)
where hα ≡ hdc,α + hd,α, α = x, y, z. For polycrystalline
samples, we can average over the orientation between the
field and the main anisotropy axis of the microcrystals
using Eqs. (12) and (13).
Investigation of the behavior of the dynamic suscepti-
bility for Kramers system is done similarly to the case of
non-Kramers systems in the previous section.
81. Zero applied dc field
Single-crystal sample - Normally, for a Kramers system
and in zero magnetic field, the time-reversal symmetry
inhibits the relaxation. However, due to the existence of
the internal field, the relaxation still happens in this case.
The corresponding dynamic susceptibility can be easily
simplified from Eq. (38) and (39):
χ′ =
2 cos2 θ√
2pih3dm
+∞ˆ
0
+∞ˆ
0
dh⊥dhz e−(h
2
⊥+h
2
z)/2h
2
dm
×
h⊥
(
h2⊥e
−h2z/2 + α2h4z
)2
(
h2⊥e
−h2z/2 + α2h4z
)2
+ w2
(40)
χ′′ =
2 cos2 θ√
2pih3dm
+∞ˆ
0
+∞ˆ
0
dh⊥dhz e−(h
2
⊥+h
2
z)/2h
2
dm
×
wh⊥
(
h2⊥e
−h2z/2 + α2h4z
)
(
h2⊥e
−h2z/2 + α2h4z
)2
+ w2
. (41)
Fig. 5 shows the variation of χ′′ for several values of
hdm. We can see that the behavior of χ′′ is basically the
same as for the non-Kramers systems, with a second max-
imum or a shoulder appearing at large hdm. As explained,
this comes from the expansion of the dipolar field distri-
bution which accordingly redistributes the contributions
to the out-of-phase susceptibility between the direct and
quantum tunneling process. The second maximum will
appear as the contribution of the quantum tunneling and
the direct process to the out-of-phase susceptibility are
of the same order of magnitude.
Polycrystalline (powder) sample - in zero applied dc
field, it is obvious that there is no difference in the be-
havior of the dynamic susceptibility under parameters
variations between the single-crystal and polycrystalline
samples since the expressions of the dynamic suscepti-
bility of these two cases are only different by a constant
factor.
2. Non-zero applied dc field
Single-crystal sample - Since the number of parameters
defining χ′ and χ′′ rises to five (α, hdm, hdc, θ, and ϕ),
we consider only one direction of the applied magnetic
oriented at an angle θ = φ = pi/4 for simplicity. As
before, the cases with hdc = 3 (and hdc = 6, 10 in the
Supplemental Material) is investigated.
Contrary to non-Kramers systems where an applied
dc field increases the direct process transition rate but
decrease the quantum tunneling process, in Kramers sys-
tems, this applied dc field not only increases the direct
process transition rate but may also increase the quantum
Figure 5. Out-of-phase susceptibility of a Kramers single-
crystal sample in x2χ0 unit without an external field and
hdm = 0.1 (a), 1 (b), 3 (c), and 10 (d).
tunneling rate as the tunneling gap is proportional to the
dc field magnitude. However, since the direct process
rate is proportional to a higher power (quadruple) of the
field magnitude, it always increases faster. Accordingly,
the relative contribution to χ′′ of the direct process is
proportional to the dc amplitude. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 6b, which shows a slight emergence of a shoul-
der at low w and low α domain, contrary to the case of
hdc = 0 in Fig. 5b. Reinforced by an expansion of the
dipolar field distribution, this shoulder then transforms
into a second maximum in Fig. 6c (hdc = hdm = 3) and
Fig. 6d (hdc = 3, hdm = 10). From Fig. 6c, it can also
be seen that the relative magnitude of the low-frequency
maximum to the high-frequency maximum is increased
in comparison to the same case in Fig. 5c (hdc = 0,
hdm = 3), which indicates that the direct process con-
tribution to χ′′ is strengthened. However, a comparison
of Fig. 5d (hdc = 0, hdm = 10) and Fig. 6d (hdc = 3,
hdm = 10) shows that the effect of the applied dc field is
mitigated with a large distribution width and the relative
magnitude between two maxima of χ′′ for both cases be-
comes virtually indistinguishable. This is expected since a
large distribution width of the internal field will partially
negate the effect of the applied dc field.
It is worth mentioning that with a fixed hdc, the be-
havior of χ′′ w.r.t. hdm variation, and accordingly the
appearance of two maxima in χ′′, is basically the same
as in zero dc field. This is obvious considering that the
nature of the appearance of two maxima are the same in
both cases, which is nothing but the effect of the dipolar
field distribution of which different domains favor differ-
ent relaxation processes. On the other hand, fixing hdm
while increasing hdc will increase (suppress) the contri-
9Figure 6. Out-of-phase susceptibility of a Kramers single-
crystal sample in χ0 unit with hdc = 3 and hdm = 0.1 (a), 1
(b), 3 (c), and 10 (d).
bution of the direct process (quantum tunneling) to χ′′.
Certainly, depending on the relative magnitude between
hdc and hdm, the behavior of χ′′ will vary. For more
details, a broader set of figures corresponding to the cases
hdc = 6, 10 are provided in the Supplemental Material.
Similarly to the non-Kramers systems, in the case when
two maxima exist (for both zero and non-zero applied
dc field), the location of the high-frequency maximum
varies little w.r.t. the change of the parameters hdc, hdm,
and α, while the low-frequency maximum’s location is
proportional to α. This behavior can be also explained by
a similar approximation to Eq. (36). A minor difference
here is that instead of an integration over the domains
(−h1, h1) and (−∞,−h2) ∪ (h2,+∞), the integration in
the Eq. (39) is approximated over two volume domains
where
(
h2x + h
2
y
)
e−h
2
z/2  α2h4z and
(
h2x + h
2
y
)
e−h
2
z/2 
α2h4z.
Polycrystalline (powder) sample - An averaging over the
relative orientation of the magnetic field and the crystal
main anisotropy axis eliminates the (θ, ϕ) dependence of
dynamic susceptibility. Besides trivially reducing the ab-
solute value of χ′′, another difference to the single-crystal
case with θ = ϕ = pi/4 is that the effect of the applied dc
field to increasing the direct process contribution to χ′′
seems stronger. This is showcased at virtually any hdc.
For examples, in Fig. S21b at (hdc, hdm) = (3, 1), the
shoulder at low w and low α corresponding to the low-
frequency maximum becomes more pronounced comparing
to the corresponding Fig. 6b of the single-crystal case;
or at (hdc, hdm) = (6, 3) (Fig. S23c), the relative mag-
nitude of the high-frequency maximum compared to the
low-frequency maximum becomes weaker than in the case
of single-crystal samples (see Supplemental Material55).
However, the dependence of χ′′ on hdc and hdm in general
is similar to the case of single-crystal samples, which indi-
cates no difference in the mechanism of the phenomenon
in two kinds of samples.
V. MULTIPLE MAXIMA IN χ′′ AND ITS
CORRELATION WITH APPLIED FIELD,
TEMPERATURE, AND MAGNETIC DILUTION
As clear from the model, the necessary condition for the
appearance of multiple maxima in the dynamic suscepti-
bility of both non-Kramers and Kramers SMM samples is
the existence of a sufficiently wide dipolar field distribu-
tion which has two domains where one relaxation process
effectively dominates the other(s). Since a variation of
the applied dc field, sample dilution, or temperature will
alter the dipolar field distribution and/or components of
the total relaxation rate, it is apparent that these will
significantly affect to the observation of the multiple max-
ima in the dynamic susceptibility. In this section, hence,
we will investigate these experimental factors within the
proposed mechanism.
Before moving on, it should be noted that in the pre-
vious sections, for simplicity we have demonstrated the
mechanism by supposing that the former relaxation pro-
cess is the direct process and the latter is the quantum
tunneling. However, the mechanism is not restricted to
this assumption. From the nature of the mechanism and
the formalism of the demonstration, as mentioned in Sec.
II, it is obvious that the mechanism is also valid if the
former one is the Raman process/Orbach process and the
latter is the quantum tunneling process as well.
Applied dc field - Consider first the applied field, obvi-
ously, increasing the applied dc field Hdc is synonymous
with increasing hdc in our model. This apparently results
in an increase of the relative contribution of the direct
process (or Raman process/Orbach process if included)
to χ′′ comparing to the quantum tunneling process’s con-
tribution. At the beginning, this may give rise to two
maxima in χ′′ but then reverse the situation when the
direct process (Raman process/Orbach process) contribu-
tion overtakes the one of the quantum tunneling, leaving
only one low-frequency maximum in χ′′. This behav-
ior is illustrated in Fig. (7) where a comparison of the
out-of-phase susceptibility χ′′ derived from our model
with the experimental data from Zadrozny and Long 34
is given. Here, we have used the Raman process and the
quantum tunneling as two relaxation processes involve
in the formation of χ′′ while neglected the direct and
Orbach process. This comes from the fact that since
from the experiment, the slow maximum positions are
almost unchanged with the applied field variation (see
Fig. 7a), it is supposed the direct process is negligible
and the slow maximum is caused by the Raman process.
Further, since extensive EPR analysis and dc magnetic
susceptibility measurements58–60 as well as theoretical
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Figure 7. (a) Out-of-phase susceptibility of
(Ph4P)2
[
Co (SPh)4
]
at T = 2 K under applied dc field
from 0 to 1000 Oe in 100 Oe increments (reprinted with per-
mission from Zadrozny and Long 34 , copyright 2011 American
Chemical Society); (b) The same quantity generated from
our model using an averaging of Eq. 11 for Kramer powder
sample, an addition of the second-order Raman process rate
ΓRaman = CRamanT
9 into the expression of Γmm′ , Eq. (3), and
parameters α = 0, CRaman = 0.00185 s−1K−9, Hn = 75 Oe,
Hdm = 150 Oe, Γtn,0 = 63 s−1, and χ0 = 2.9 cm3mol−1.
computation61 all show that the investigated compound
possesses a large negative value D of 70 cm−1, we also ex-
clude the effect of the Orbach relaxation process. As can
be seen from Fig. 7, our model gives a good description
of the appearance/disappearance of the multiple maxima
in χ′′ of the studied compound. Further, the constant
CRaman, the characteristic collective nuclear magnetic
field Hn, and the standard deviation of the dipolar field
Hdm are also in the typical range of these quantities51,53
(CRaman ∈
[
10−5, 10−1
]
, Hn and Hdm are from several
tens to hundreds of Oe). The slight difference between
experiment and theory can be possibly attributed to the
effect of the direct process and the mean field approxi-
mation used in the theory, whose role increases with the
applied field. Interestingly, this kind of behavior suggested
by our model also agrees with other observations from
Lucaccini et al. 25 (see Fig. 4 therein), Jeletic et al. 24
(see Fig. 3 therein), or Li et al. 16 (see Fig. S3 therein).
Temperature variation - Another common factor which
may induce two maxima in χ′′ is the variation of the
temperature. Considering that the effects of the tem-
perature on the characteristic collective nuclear field Hn,
and accordingly the quantum tunneling rate, is negligible,
temperature variation mainly affects the direct process
rate or the Raman process if present (another effect is
the increasing involvement of the Orbach process if the
first excited (quasi-) doublet is not well separated from
the ground (quasi-) doublet). At zero or weak applied
dc field, increasing (reducing) T will then increase (re-
duce) the relative contribution of the direct (Raman, Or-
bach) relaxation process(es) due to the enlargement of the
magnetic field distribution domain where the relaxation
process(es) dominates the quantum tunneling relaxation.
Accordingly, at the beginning, this facilitates (hinders)
the formation of another slow maximum in χ′′ (if not
existed yet). After forming two maxima in χ′′, keep in-
creasing T will lead to a decreasing distance between two
maxima considering that this distance is characterized for
the difference in the relaxation rate between the slow and
fast relaxation process(es) and this difference is smaller
due to the T -dependence of the direct (Raman) process
and the T -independence of the quantum tunneling relax-
ation. However, at some limit when the contribution from
slow relaxation process(es) is dominant, or the distance
between two maxima is not sufficiently large to be well
separated, the fast one will disappear, leaving only one
maximum in χ′′. In short, observation of this behavior
in χ′′ under an increasing temperature will proceed from
one fast maximum (with unchanged frequency location)
to two maxima (with closer and closer distance between
them) then to one slow maximum. It is also worthy to
note that temperature variation is not the golden key to
make two maxima occur, other conditions, such as the
distribution is sufficiently wide, two maximum are of the
same order of magnitude or separated far enough but not
beyond the instrument’s resolution, should be satisfied as
well.
To exemplify the effect of temperature variation in
inducing appearance/disappearance of two maxima in
χ′′, Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the present theory
with recent experimental data from Li et al. 16 . Using a
first-order Raman process and ignoring the direct process,
which follows from the analysis of the original authors16,
and a quantum tunneling process, as can be seen from the
figure, the theoretical result gives an excellent agreement
with the experiment. Value of CRaman = 0.025 s−1K−7
is also of the same order of magnitude with the fitting
from the original work
(
CRaman = 0.051 s
−1K−7.04
)
. The
difference of CRaman probably comes from two sides, firstly
from the fitting of the Cole-Cole plots in the experimental
work with the empirical generalized Debye function16,62,
and second from our omission of the direct process to avoid
the over-parameterization problem. Other parameters
extracted from our simulation are also in their typical
range. It should also be noted that according to the
ab initio calculation16, the first excited doublet of the
studied compound [Co(Tp∗)2] is 217.6 cm−1 away from
the ground doublet and hence the investigated compound
is perfectly in the scheme of an effective two level system
on which we model the theory.
This typical behavior of two maxima in χ′′ under a
temperature variation is also found in some other reports
from Jeletic et al. 24 (see Fig. 3 therein) and Peng et al. 20
(see Fig. 4 therein). In those reports, since the first excited
doublet is not very far away from the ground doublet, the
Orbach process may involve in the formation/destruction
of the two maxima together with the direct, Raman, and
quantum tunneling relaxation process.
Magnetic dilution - since the characteristic collective
nuclear magnetic field Hn results mainly from the neigh-
bor nuclear spins of the magnetic ion(s) and of the ligands,
this quantity is reduced more slowly when diluted than the
characteristic dipolar field standard deviation Hdm, which
mostly comes from the surrounding magnetic molecules.
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Figure 8. (a) Frequency dependence of the out-of-phase suscep-
tibility of [Co(Tp∗)2] under 400 Oe applied dc fields for various
temperatures from Li et al. 16 , reproduced by permission of
The Royal Society of Chemistry; (b) The same quantity gener-
ated from our model using an averaging of Eq. 11 for Kramer
powder sample, an addition of the second-order Raman process
rate ΓRaman = CRamanT 7 into the expression of Γmm′ , Eq. (3),
and parameters α = 0, CRaman = 0.025 s−1K−7, Hn = 125 Oe,
Hdm = 600 Oe, Γtn,0 = 100 s−1, and χ0 = 5.7 cm3mol−1.
Accordingly, hdm ≡ Hdm/Hn essentially decreases upon
the dilution of the SMM sample. Considering the magni-
tude of the dipolar field decrease is proportional to the
cube of the distance between two magnetic particles, this
quantity is then approximately proportional to the mag-
netic particle volume fraction (percentage of magnetic
sites of the sample). In other words, magnetically diluting
the sample by by the ratio 1 : η will decrease the dipolar
field distribution width around η times. The magnetic
dilution of the sample is thus able to significantly alter
the appearance/disappearance of the two maxima in χ′′
since it substantially redistributes the contribution to χ′′
among slow and fast relaxation process(es). However,
, whether or not it favors which specific maximum de-
pending on many factors of which applied dc field, the
characteristic collective nuclear field, and temperature
are one of those. In zero applied field, the mechanism
suggests only fast maximum can exists. In most cases,
magnetic dilution will smear out the appearance of two
maxima. This effect can be clearly seen in Fig. 9a where
the dynamic susceptibility of a 10 times magnetically
diluted sample of [Co(Tp∗)2], whose undiluted sample
shows two maxima in Fig. 8, is measured16. In order to
compare the experimental results with our model, in Fig.
9b, using the same parameters extracted above for the
undiluted sample of [Co(Tp∗)2] except Hdm = 60 Oe (10
times dilution), we also plot a corresponding χ′′. As can
be seen, the theoretical plot also shows only one maximum
in χ′′ and possesses similar qualitative behavior as the
experimental one. However, there are some noticeable
difference in the absolute value of χ′′ at high frequency
domain. Besides the possible reason of the omission of the
direct process from our calculation, the difference might
also come from the fact that at low concentration of the
magnetic sites, the mean field approximation we have
used with the dipolar field Gaussian distribution broken.
Figure 9. (a) Frequency dependence of the out-of-phase sus-
ceptibility of [Co(Tp∗)2] with 10 times magnetic site dilu-
tion under 400 Oe applied dc fields for various temperatures
from Li et al. 16 , reproduced by permission of The Royal So-
ciety of Chemistry; (b) The same quantity generated from
our model using an averaging of Eq. 11 for Kramer powder
sample, an addition of the second-order Raman process rate
ΓRaman = CRamanT
7 into the expression of Γmm′ , Eq. (3),
and parameters α = 0, CRaman = 0.025 s−1K−7, Hn = 125 Oe,
Hdm = 60 Oe, Γtn,0 = 100 s−1, and χ0 = 5.7 cm3mol−1.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
In this work, the appearance/disappearance of two max-
ima in the dynamic susceptibility of SMM samples has
been investigated. Within a minimum two-level model
with two relaxation processes, quantum tunneling of mag-
netization and direct process, we have demonstrate that
this appearance/disappearance 1) cannot result solely
from an averaging over the orientation of applied dc field
w.r.t. the molecular frame in a polycrystalline sample
(“powder EPR” effect); 2) is due to the existence of a
sufficiently wide intermolecular dipolar field distribution
in the sample. Particularly, in combination with the
applied dc field, the dipolar field effectively creates two
distinct domains of the total magnetic field where one
relaxation process dominates the other. Two maxima
in the out-of-phase susceptibility χ′′ will occur as two
conditions are satisfied: 1) the frequency locations of the
prospective maxima of the out-of-phase susceptibility χ′′
in the dipolar field distribution over the first and second
domain are far apart; 2) the corresponding value of χ′′ at
these frequencies are of the same order of magnitude.
It is important to mention that although so far we have
worked with a specific form of the quantum tunneling
rate, Eq. (4), the mechanism of the phenomenon is hardly
dependent on this choice due to its general explained
nature, provided that those two above conditions, which
are quite general and independent from the mechanism
of quantum tunneling, are met.
In general, other relaxation processes may also be in-
volved in the expression of χ′′. Therefore, it is interesting
to know how these relaxation processes affect the appear-
ance/disappearance of two maxima in χ′′. Technically,
the involvement of the Raman process can be trivially
done by adding the Raman relaxation rate to the expres-
sion of the total relaxation rate, Eq. (3). The involvement
of the Orbach process is a little more complicated since
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more energy levels will take part in the relaxation process.
Theoretically, the Orbach process will start contributing
when the temperature is high enough for the excited states
to be populated. In the case when the Orbach process be-
comes dominant, given that the dipolar field distribution
and the applied dc field hardly influence this relaxation
process, it is quite obvious that only one maximum in
χ′′ appears. This is likely the common scenario in the
high temperature regime. At intermediate temperature,
the transition from two maxima, if any, to one maximum
may take place due to the combined effect of the Orbach
process and the increase in the contribution of the direct
process/Raman process. The same behavior as in the case
of dominant Orbach process may also be expected for a
dominant Raman process, provided that it is insensitive
to the change of the total magnetic field at the central
spin’s site51.
As mentioned in the introduction, in the case of mononu-
clear SMMs and with more than two energy level popu-
lated, the intramolecular mechanism44 may also play a
role in the appearance of two maxima. Whether or not
this mechanism or the intermolecular one proposed here
mediates the phenomenon depends on details of the multi-
plet spectrum. For polynuclear SMMs, the same scenario
may occur but instead of two, now three mechanisms may
be involved. A situation when three maxima (or more)
appear in the out-of-phase susceptibility of a polynuclear
sample might occur as well. For example, one maximum
may originate from the relaxation pathway of the first
kind of magnetic ions in the SMM compound while two
others result from another kind of the magnetic ions. In
fact, this three maxima in χ′′ were also recently observed
in some polynuclear systems63–65.
One should also comment on the appear-
ance/disappearance of the second maximum in
the out-of-phase susceptibility in some systems under
a very strong applied magnetic field19,21,23. In these
systems, the first excited (quasi-) doublet, either ab
initio computed23,66 or from fitting the relaxation rate
with Orbach process19,21, is reckoned to be quite large
comparing to the investigated temperature. Hence,
these can be considered as two-level system like the one
modeled here. Since at a very strong applied field, the
assumption of a white Gaussian distribution of the static
dipolar fields is less justified, the mechanism looks less
realistic. A more general theory taking into account the
dynamic effects of the intermolecular dipolar interaction
is thus needed and will be studied in the future.
In summary, we have proposed an intermolecular mech-
anism for the appearance/disappearance of two maxima
in the out-of-phase susceptibility observed in SMMs un-
der zero or weak applied dc field, which can be seen
as a complement to the distinct relaxation pathways
interpretation14,15,34,38–43(in polynuclear SMMs) and the
intramolecular mechanism for the same phenomenon44.
The distinguishing feature of this mechanism is that it
develops within only one single ground doublet. Via a
simple microscopic model of two-level system with a min-
imum two relaxation processes involved, we proved that
this phenomenon arises due to the existence of a suffi-
ciently wide dipolar field distribution in the SMM samples.
The mechanism is operative for both single-crystal and
polycrystalline samples and applicable for multiple-level
systems involving many relaxation processes.
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